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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure Storage accounts as shown in the following
exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: storageaccount1 and storageaccount2 only
Box 2: All the storage accounts
Note: The three different storage account options are:
General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts, General-purpose v1 (GPv1)
accounts, and Blob storage accounts.
* General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts are storage accounts that
support all of the latest features for blobs, files, queues,
and tables.
* Blob storage accounts support all the same block blob
features as GPv2, but are limited to supporting only block
blobs.
* General-purpose v1 (GPv1) accounts provide access to all
Azure Storage services, but may not have the latest features or
the lowest per gigabyte pricing.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-a
ccount-options

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option E
E. Option B
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Dynamic or Stateful Packet-Filtering Firewalls
Stateful inspection is a firewall architecture classified at
the network layer; although, for some applications it can
analyze traffic at Layers 4 and 5, too.
Unlike static packet filtering, stateful inspection tracks each
connection traversing all interfaces of the firewall and

confirms that they are valid. Stateful packet filtering
maintains a state table and allows modification to the security
rules dynamically. The state table is part of the internal
structure of the firewall. It tracks all sessions and inspects
all packets passing through the firewall.
Although this is the primary Cisco Firewall technology, it has
some limitations:
Cannot prevent application layer attacks.
Not all protocols are stateful.
Some applications open multiple connections.
Does not support user authentication.
http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=1888110
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